
Santa Barbara City College 
College Planning Council 
Tuesday, October 19, 2010 

3:00 pm – 4:30 pm 
A218C 

Minutes 
 

PRESENT: A. Serban (Chair), I. Alarcon, O. Arellano, L. Auchincloss, P. Bishop, R. 
Else, P. English (for S. Ehrlich) J. Friedlander, T. Garey, A. Garfinkel, M. 
Guillen, K. Monda, K. Neufeld, D. Nevins, J. Sullivan 

  
ABSENT:  S. Ehrlich, C. Salazar 
 
GUESTS: C. Alsheimer, J. Clark, M. Croninger, K. O’Connor, A. Scharper, L. 

Vasquez,  
 
 
Superintendent/President Serban called the meeting to order.   

 
1. Approval of minutes of October 5 meeting (attached) 

 
M/S/C [Nevins/Sullivan] to approve minutes of the October 5, 2010 CPC Meeting, 
all in favor.  

 
Information Items/Announcements 
 
2. State budget update (attachment) 

a. Superintendent/President Serban handed out communications from The State 
Chancellor’s office: a media statement regarding the adopted budget from the 
State Chancellor’s Office, The California Community College System 2010-11 
adopted budget of Oct 8, 2010, and a communication from the Community 
College League of California (CCLC).    Dr. Serban touched on what is and what 
is not in the adopted State budget based on what we understand it to be for 
SBCC.  Basically we are going to receive what we were supposed to receive for 
the July state apportionment on Oct 22 and a one-time allocation of federal 
money.  The one-time money must be spent by October 27th.  Then we will get 
what we were supposed to receive in August on October 25th and what we 
should have received in September on October 26th and then the October State 
Apportionment, which normally would have come at the end of October, will be 
paid on November 4, so at least this part catches up with what we are supposed 
to be paid for the fiscal year 2010 – 11.  Dr. Serban stated that this adopted state 
budget is subject to change and that bottom line is that the college still needs to 
be cautious in our expenditures. 

 
3. Timeline for entering the information for the 2010-11 adopted budget in the system.   

a. VP Sullivan stated that next week the SBCC adopted budget will be entered into 
the SBCC system.  
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4. Continuing Education Scholarships for Winter 2011.   
a. VP Arellano reported that Continuing Education opened the Winter 2011 

scholarship application process last week and it will close on Friday, October 29.  
The announcements about the scholarships were sent in a press release to all 
media resulting in announcements in all newspapers, printed and online.  An e-
mail blast was sent to all of the Continuing Ed students.  All instructors are 
announcing the scholarships in their classrooms and there are hard copies of the 
application for students to fill out on both Continuing Ed campuses. Students may 
also fill out the application online.  Currently there is approximately $11,000 in the 
scholarship fund.  Dr. Arellano reported that last fall, because it was a short time 
period, there were 20 applications from 16 individual students and were able to 
only issue about 11 scholarships. Some applications were incomplete; others did 
not demonstrate financial need.  The scholarships are for tuition only for the fee-
based courses, not including material fees that are sometimes added to some of 
these courses.  The Scholarship Committee is ready to start reviewing the 
applications next week. 

  
Discussion Items 

 
5. Revised timeline for development of the 2011-14 College Plan per discussion at last 

CPC meeting (attachment). 
a. Superintendent/President Serban went through the attached revised timeline for 

the development of the College Plan to make sure that all members have the 
same understanding.   Dr. Serban reminded everyone to mark March 11 and 18 
from 9am – 12pm on their calendars for college plan workgroup sessions.  Dr. 
Serban stated that others from the college will be invited to attend also.  Dr. 
Serban reiterated how important it is to have everyone invited in attendance at 
these meetings so that the group can brainstorm and develop the first draft.  Dr. 
Serban continued to go through the timeline culminating with a May 17th CPC 
Meeting approval of the plan.  The goal is to have the 2011 – 14 College Plan 
approved at the June 2011 Board Meeting. 

 
6. Program review resource requests – All   

a. Superintendent/President Serban acknowledged all the hard work put into the 
Program Review Requests.  Dr. Serban stated that she saw the substantive 
thinking reflected in the program reviews from the various departments and 
appreciated the serious involvement of the Departments shown by what they are 
thinking about and their goals.   

b. Superintendent/President Serban asked for a report from the CPC sub-group 
who had met earlier to review the Program Review Submissions.  Executive VP 
Friedlander went through the points that were the criteria the review group had 
summarized for the next step in refining the Program Review submissions.  After 
questions, answers and clarifications were made, Superintendent/President 
Serban stated that the updated version of The Next Steps in Refining the 
Program Review Submissions would be e-mailed to the CPC members the 
following day in order to give the VPs, the Managers, and Deans time to clarify 
the steps and provide examples to the department chairs and managers.  It was 
agreed that the deadline for the Program Review Submissions to be complete is 
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November 4th so the resource requests reports may then be generated and 
circulated to the consultation groups.  
 

7. Santa Barbara City College Equal Employment Opportunity Plan Draft (attachment).   
a. Superintendent/President Serban gave the background on The Equal 

Employment Opportunity Plan Draft.   The VP of Human Resources and Legal 
Affairs Ehrlich and the Campus Diversity Director Rodriguez attended a number 
of meetings led by staff from the Chancellor’s Office where the structure of this 
plan, that is required of all the Districts, was developed.  The Chancellor’s Office 
produced an overall template, about 50 plus pages, to give to all the districts and 
encouraged the districts to use, but make it their own without changing the legal 
references.  They asked districts to develop the plan to put in place a structure 
that promotes the concept of improving the diversity of the workforce and refer to 
the template.  Diane Rodriguez spent 3 months editing the 50 page template 
down to the key components in what is in the 18 page attachment.  One of the 
components of this plan is that each District is encouraged to create an equal 
employment opportunity advisory committee to assist the district in implementing 
this particular plan.  The committee may also assist in promoting and 
understanding equal opportunity.  This advisory committee will replace the former 
SBCC Diversity Committee.  Superintendent/President Serban asked the 
members to read this document, take it through the various groups, provide 
suggestions, and be prepare to discuss further at the next meetings with the 
desired to have it approved by CPC at the December 7 meeting.  Everyone 
agreed that this would be possible. 

 
8. Proposed partial restoration of sabbaticals for 2011-12 continued discussion. 

a. Academic Senate President Alarcon reported that the Academic Senate has 
discussed this restoration and is not prepared to give a firm answer immediately 
because there was more research they wanted to do.  The Sabbatical Leave 
Committee will be prepared to act quickly and make a decision by December.  

 
President Serban adjourned the meeting. 

 
Next meeting: Tuesday, November 2, 3:00-4:30pm, A218C 
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From: Andreea Serban
To: Andreea Serban
Date: 10/28/2010 3:08 PM
Subject: Fwd: Memo from Chancellor Jack Scott RE: Priorities in Class Scheduling
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Dear Colleagues:

Please see attached communication from State Chancellor Jack Scott. We are already 7.5% over the 
funded enrollment level so the additional funding for a growth of 2.21% just helps reduce the unfunded 
enrollment for 2010-11. However, it should be noted that the 2010-11 budget adopted by the State on 
October 8 relies on many positive assumptions regarding federal funding and property tax revenues which 
may not hold. Thus, this growth funding may not materialize at the level currently budgeted.

_____________________________
Andreea M. Serban, Ph.D.
Superintendent/President
Santa Barbara City College
721 Cliff Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93109-2394
Office: 805-730-4011
Fax: 805-963-7222
E-mail: serban@sbcc.edu

>>> "Scott, Jack" <jscott@CCCCO.EDU> 10/28/2010 2:43 PM >>>
[chancellors_office_color]

To:                  Chief Executive Officers
Chief Instructional Officers
Chief Business Officers

From:              Jack Scott, Chancellor

Subject:           Priorities in Class Scheduling

Date:               October 28, 2010

Last year the Legislature lowered the enrollment cap in California community colleges by 3.39% given 
the harsh funding reductions that we suffered in the 2009-10 fiscal year.  However, the Legislature 
further stated that it was their intent that community colleges make every effort to protect classes 
in basic skills, transfer, and workforce training. Specifically, the Legislature's guidance was provided 
in the 2009 Budget Act (Chapter 1, Statutes of 2009):

29. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Chancellor of the California Community Colleges 
may reduce community college district base workload measures to match available funding under 
Schedule (1), which reflects a base reduction of $120,000,000, and local revenues designated to support 
community college district general apportionments. It is the intent of the Legislature that community 
college districts, to the greatest extent possible, shall implement any necessary workload reductions in 
areas other than basic skills, workforce training, and transfer. On or before March 1, 2010, the chancellor 
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shall provide the Legislature and the Director of Finance with a report on the implementation of this 
provision.

In reviewing recent enrollment data, it is evident that most colleges followed this direction and made 
fewer cuts in basic skills, transfer, and workforce training then in other parts of the class schedule.  Yet, it 
is well once again to remind colleges of this legislative intent.

First, unless we take the lead on this matter, then one day the Legislature may become specific in what 
courses we should offer.  One remembers the 1980's when the Legislature adopted a "hit list" that 
prohibited community colleges from receiving state funding for certain avocational courses.  And we 
recall that last year the Legislative Analyst recommended that all physical education courses in our 
colleges be funded at the non-credit level.  Fortunately, we were able to defeat that recommendation and 
prevent it from becoming law.  But this still remains the view by some that we are offering too many 
avocational courses.  We should take steps to avoid that vulnerability.

Second, it is clear that in times of scarce resources we have to prioritize.  In 2009-10 it is estimated that 
community colleges turned away 140,000 students, most of whom were first time students.  In times like 
this it is difficult to justify keeping a course such as aerobics for seniors while not scheduling 
enough classes in basic math or English.  Under these circumstances the public will be upset when 
students seeking transfer classes or job retraining are turned away.

The recently adopted 2010 Budget Act provides community college districts with $126 million to support 
an additional 26,000 full-time equivalent enrollments. These added resources represent an opportunity for 
community colleges to expand access to badly needed instruction in basic skills, transfer, and workforce 
training. As you consider how your district will use these additional funds, I strongly urge you to consider 
both the legislative intent and the pressing need to prioritize scarce resources, described above.

I want to be clear: This is a recommendation,  not a requirement.  The determination of which courses to 
offer is a  decision made at the college level.  This is the genius of our  system: each college can 
determine the needs of its community.  But I believe it is wise for us to take into account the intent of 
the Legislature and the general feeling of the public. It is good policy and makes sense for us to 
prioritize transfer, workforce training, and basic skill courses in these difficult times.  We moved in 
that direction in 2009-10; let's continue that trend in 2010-11.
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Fall 2009 Fall 2011

Compliance  Calculated Calculated Compliance Calculated Calculated Projected

District FINAL Recal (1/09) Advance P-2 FINAL Advance P-2 FINAL or FT Fac %

Allan Hancock 136.4 141.4 139.4 141.4 136.4 135.4 139.4 135.4 59.20% 135.4

Antelope Valley * 158.6  163.6 162.6 153.6 156.6 160.6 153.6 52.69% 153.6

Barstow 27.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 27.5 29.5 31.5 27.5 44.40% 27.5

Butte 164.4 165.4 171.4 182.4 164.4 175.4 197.4 164.4 54.75% 164.4

Cabrillo 205.6 212.6 211.6 212.6 205.6 205.6 206.6 205.6 64.25% 205.6

Cerritos 287.2 296.2 294.2 298.2 287.2 287.2 290.2 287.2 68.49% 287.2  

Chabot-Las Positas 299.0 314.0 306.0 302.0 299.0 291.0 286.0 286.0 56.30% 286.0

Chaffey 200.8 216.8 223.8 221.8 200.8 212.8 219.8 200.8 48.89% 200.8

Citrus 174.3 188.3 185.3 188.3 174.3 181.3 187.3 174.3 69.70% 174.3

Coast 412.4 461.4 462.4 460.4 412.4 443.4 443.4 412.4 61.91% 412.4

Compton 22.4 22.4 23.4 24.4 22.4 23.4 29.4 22.4 55.40% 22.4

Contra Costa 354.7 388.7 387.7 354.7 354.7 342.7 339.7 339.7 52.80% 339.7

Copper Mountain 14.6 14.6 15.6 15.6 14.6 14.6 15.6 11.3 75.00% 11.3

Desert 102.2 103.2 107.2 106.2 102.2 102.2 106.2 102.2 48.38% 102.2

El Camino 339.2 352.2 352.2 352.2 339.2 338.2 339.2 338.2 63.15% 338.2

Feather River 22.1 23.1 24.1 24.1 22.1 22.1 23.1 22.1 50.64% 22.1

Foothill-DeAnza 516.0 527.0 520.0 521.0 516.0 502.0 500.0 500.0 62.02% 500.0

Gavilan * 78.1  79.1 78.1 72.1 75.1 75.1 72.1 49.62% 72.1

Glendale * 251.0 250.0 248.0 230.0 240.0 236.0 230.0 64.99% 230.0  

Grossmont-Cuyamaca 280.7 292.7 295.7 295.7 280.7 284.7 290.7 280.7 49.45% 280.7

Hartnell 96.9 104.9 105.9 110.9 96.9 105.9 111.9 96.9 57.10% 96.9

Imperial * 103.3  108.3 108.3 102.3 104.3 109.3 102.3 65.79% 102.3

Kern 372.8 395.8 412.8 410.8 372.8 394.8 410.8 372.8 67.43% 372.8

Lake Tahoe 22.2 23.2 24.2 24.2 22.2 22.2 25.2 22.2 48.12% 22.2

Lassen 21.9 19.9 24.9 22.9 21.9 20.9 29.9 20.9 59.68% 20.9

Long Beach 325.6 366.6 366.6 362.6 325.6 349.6 353.6 325.6 62.85% 325.6

Los Angeles 1461.1 1617.1 1609.1 1616.1 1461.1 1558.1 1566.1 1461.1 59.87% 1461.1

Los Rios * 988.2 999.2 992.2 955.2 957.2 968.2 955.2 69.70% 955.2

Marin 73.9 75.9 77.9 77.9 73.9 77.9 90.9 73.9 56.65% 73.9

Mendocino-Lake 46.0 46.0 48.0 49.0 46.0 46.0 50.0 46.0 42.68% 46.0

Merced 174.6 177.6 184.6 184.6 174.6 177.6 185.6 174.6 72.37% 174.6  

Mira Costa * 116.1  119.1 126.1 108.1 126.1 151.1 108.1 51.80% 108.1

Monterey Peninsula 109.9 116.9 119.9 123.9 109.9 118.9 138.9 109.9 55.06% 109.9

Mt. San Antonio * 407.9  411.9 418.9 403.9 404.9 424.9 403.9 59.87% 403.9

Mt. San Jacinto * 133.8  139.8 138.8 132.8 132.8 137.8 132.8 38.63% 132.8  

Napa Valley 98.7 99.7 99.7 99.7 98.7 95.7 98.7 95.7 64.42% 95.7

North Orange 536.8 547.8 550.8 548.8 536.8 529.8 572.8 529.8 66.53% 529.8

Ohlone 123.2 125.2 124.2 124.2 123.2 119.2 119.2 119.2 60.33% 119.2

Fall 2009 Fall 2010Fall 2008

Compliance

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

FULL-TIME FACULTY OBLIGATION

10/29/2010
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Fall 2009 Fall 2011

Compliance  Calculated Calculated Compliance Calculated Calculated Projected

District FINAL Recal (1/09) Advance P-2 FINAL Advance P-2 FINAL or FT Fac %

Fall 2009 Fall 2010Fall 2008

Compliance

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

FULL-TIME FACULTY OBLIGATION

10/29/2010

Palo Verde 25.0 25.0 27.0 26.0 25.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 54.10% 24.0

Palomar 285.8 289.8 296.8 297.8 285.8 286.8 294.8 285.8 54.21% 285.8

Pasadena Area * 412.2  411.2 409.2 408.2 395.2 394.2 394.2 69.40% 394.2

Peralta * 345.2  351.2 350.2 341.2 336.2 341.2 336.2 55.89% 336.2

Rancho Santiago 332.8 341.8 339.8 342.8 332.8 331.8 353.8 331.8 63.30% 331.8

Redwoods 82.1 86.1 87.1 92.1 82.1 88.1 95.1 82.1 42.74% 82.1

Rio Hondo 209.6 224.6 221.6 225.6 209.6 217.6 216.6 209.6 71.06% 209.6

Riverside 336.0 376.0 378.0 376.0 336.0 362.0 363.0 336.0 50.09% 336.0  

San Bernardino 213.8 226.8 217.8 226.8 213.8 217.8 217.8 213.8 54.99% 213.8

San Diego 504.8 509.8 515.8 512.8 504.8 494.8 509.8 494.8 53.49% 494.8

San Francisco 483.8 554.8 555.8 549.8 483.8 530.8 507.8 483.8 69.14% 483.8

San Joaquin Delta * 228.8  234.8 232.8 228.8 223.8 230.8 223.8 60.44% 223.8

San Jose-Evergreen 237.0 240.0 243.0 243.0 237.0 234.0 237.0 234.0 58.49% 234.0

San Luis Obispo 146.4 151.4 151.4 151.4 146.4 145.4 145.4 145.4 51.90% 145.4

San Mateo 338.8 359.8 376.8 422.8 338.8 406.8 477.8 338.8 61.28% 338.8

Santa Barbara * 248.4  252.4 249.4 246.4 240.4 245.4 240.4 57.13% 240.4

Santa Clarita * 186.8  203.8 198.8 182.8 190.8 203.8 182.8 58.89% 182.8

Santa Monica 237.4 240.4 252.4 282.4 237.4 271.4 319.4 237.4 48.08% 237.4

Sequoias 169.2 178.2 177.2 192.2 169.2 184.2 200.2 169.2 63.95% 169.2

Shasta-Tehama-Trinity 122.1 129.1 129.1 133.1 122.1 128.1 132.1 122.1 59.94% 122.1

Sierra 209.6 213.6 220.6 220.6 209.6 212.6 217.6 209.6 46.44% 209.6  

Siskiyou Joint 40.4 41.4 41.4 43.4 40.4 41.4 44.4 40.4 50.42% 40.4

Solano 166.6 170.6 169.6 174.6 166.6 167.6 171.6 166.6 54.33% 166.6  

Sonoma County 302.5 309.5 309.5 314.5 302.5 303.5 310.5 302.5 53.55% 302.5

South Orange County 305.8 342.8 340.8 363.8 305.8 363.8 400.8 305.8 53.27% 305.8

Southwestern 255.3 264.3 266.3 266.3 255.3 256.3 262.3 255.3 52.80% 255.3

State Center 495.5 500.5 514.5 512.5 495.5 493.5 509.5 495.5 57.15% 495.5

Ventura County * 420.2 423.2 421.2 396.2 405.2 407.2 396.2 55.88% 396.2  

Victor Valley 123.1 123.1 131.1 128.1 123.1 123.1 130.1 123.1 41.37% 123.1

West Hills * 98.5  102.5 99.5 99.5 94.5 97.5 94.5 63.66% 94.5

West Kern * 56.6  57.6 60.6 52.6 56.6 60.6 52.6 67.50% 52.6

West Valley-Mission * 315.1  341.1 340.1 323.1 327.1 362.1 323.1 66.87% 323.1

Yosemite 293.0 307.0 299.0 308.0 293.0 296.0 299.0 293.0 65.35% 293.0  

Yuba 94.4 105.4 105.4 106.4 94.4 101.4 103.4 94.4 60.30% 94.4

   Total 13,033.9            18,328.7          18,516.7     18,635.7      17,470.7           17,957.7     18,548.7      17,355.4            57.75% 17,355.40       

* We made an error in the Final Fall 2008 compliance obligation for these districts, which was

corrected in their Final Fall 2009 compliance obligation.



Full-Time Faculty Obligation 
Basic Principles 

 

Lower of the 2.  In adequately funded years as determined by the Board of Governors (BOG), the base full-time 

faculty obligation (FON) for the Fall term of the following fiscal year is “increased by the lower of the projected 

fundable credit growth at the time of the budget enactment” at the Advance Apportionment, OR “the actual 

percentage change in funded credit FTES” at the P2 Apportionment.   The FON is then “adjusted to the actual 

percentage change in funded credit FTES” at the time of the Recalculation Apportionment, which then forms the 

basis for the calculation of the subsequent year’s P2 Apportionment FON.  {CCR title 5 section 51025(c) (1)} 

“Frozen” FON.  When the BOG determines that inadequate funds were provided in the annual budget for the 

purpose of increasing the FON, instead of using the “Lower of the 2” to calculate the FON that “obligation shall be 

unchanged” from the prior year.  The BOG determined inadequate funding for 2008-09 and 2009-10, which froze 

the Fall 2009 and Fall 2010 FONs.   In the enclosed table, the “frozen” FON is illustrated when you compare 

Columns A, E and H.  For most districts their Final FON remained the same in each of those 3 years beginning with 

the Fall 2008 FON, which was calculated from the last adequately funded fiscal year (2007-08).  {CCR title 5 section 

51025(c) (7)} 

Reductions to “Frozen” FON.   However, if a district experiences “a reduction in its base credit FTES”, its FON shall 

be proportionally reduced.  That means that even in a “frozen” FON year, a district’s FON could fall below its 

frozen level if it has sufficient reductions in its credit funded FTES.  {CCR title 5 section 51025(g)} 

Workload Reduction.  All districts experienced a workload reduction in 2009-10 which may have impacted their 

Fall 2010 FON.  This workload reduction is one of many possible “negative growth factors”.  In general the impact 

of that workload reduction can be seen in the calculations from one year to the next by comparing the drop in a 

district’s calculated FON from Columns C&D to Columns F&G.  However as shown in Column H, those few districts 

with a down arrow (   ) had sufficient “negative growth factors” including the workload reduction in their credit 

funded FTES to warrant a reduction in their “frozen” FON. 

Alternative Compliance.   In an inadequately funded year, if a district is unable to meet its FON it has the choice 

to instead meet its “full-time faculty percentage attained in the prior fall term.”  For the purposes of the Fall 2010 

FON compliance, a district can choose to comply with either the amounts in Columns H or I in the enclosed table.   

This Alternative Compliance is only allowed in inadequately funded years.  {CCR title 5 section 51025(c) (7)} 

Effects of Next Adequately Funded Year.  Since there is no compliance alternative AND no “frozen FON” in 

adequately funded years, districts need to be aware that their FON could increase in the next adequately funded year 

after the “frozen” FON year.  At this time we can only estimate the extent of that impact by comparing the lower FON 

in either Column B (the last adequately funded years “actual” FON at Recal) OR in Column G (the most recent actual 

FON at P2) TO Column J.  That difference in addition to any current year funded growth should approximate the 

amount of additional full-time faculty your district would be required to employ in order to comply with a Fall 2011 

FON IF adequate funding is determined by the BOG for 2010-11. 

Basic Principles Applied.   The BOG determined 2007-08 as the last adequately funded fiscal year for purposes of 

the Fall 2008 FON calculation.  The fiscal years for the Fall 2009 FON (2008-09) and Fall 2010 FON (2009-10) were 

determined by the BOG to be inadequately funded years.  Therefore the FONs for Fall 2009 and for Fall 2010 were 

“frozen” at the Fall 2008 FON “last adequately funded year” level.  However due to the impacts of workload 

reductions and other locally experienced “negative growth factors”, some districts experienced a reduction to 

their “frozen” FON as indicated in Column H.  
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BARCLAYS OFFICIAL CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS 
TITLE 5. EDUCATION 

DIVISION 6. CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES 
CHAPTER 2. COMMUNITY COLLEGE STANDARDS 

SUBCHAPTER 1. MINIMUM CONDITIONS 
This database is current through 4/10/09, Register 2009, No. 15 

 
 
This section relates to and should be read in conjunction with subchapter 3 (commencing with section 53300
of chapter 4 of this division. 
(a) By November 20 of each fiscal year the Board of Governors shall determine whether funds provided for 
cost-of-living adjustment, less any net reductions to the programs and allocations specified in subsection (b)
are adequate to allow full or partial implementation of the provisions of paragraph (1) of subsection (c) and 
whether additional funds have been provided to allow implementation of the provisions of paragraph (6) of 
subsection (c). The Board of Governors may revise these determinations, and may revise the district's full-
time faculty hiring obligations, based on the above criteria, at any time subsequent to the state enacting 
mid-year reductions to one or more of the programs or allocations specified in subsection (b). 
 
(b) For the purposes of this section the following programs and allocations are deemed to be essential and 
core to the mission and budgets of the California Community Colleges: general apportionment, growth for 
apportionment, cost-of-living adjustments, basic skills, Partnership for Excellence, financial aid 
administration, Extended Opportunity Programs and Services, Disabled Student Programs and Services, 
matriculation, part-time faculty compensation, part-time faculty health insurance, part-time faculty office 
hours, program improvement and allocations directed specifically to help reach the 75 percent full-time 
faculty standard. 
 
(c) If a district's full-time faculty percentage, as calculated pursuant to section 53308, is less than 75 
percent, the following shall apply: 
 

 
 

 
 

 Term 

 § 51025. Full-Time/Part-Time Faculty.

 

(1) If the Board of Governors has determined pursuant to subsection (a) that adequate funds have been 
provided for implementation of this paragraph, the district's base full-time faculty obligation (as defined 
in section 53311) shall be increased for the fall term of the succeeding fiscal year, by the product of the 
base full-time faculty obligation multiplied by the percentage change in funded credit FTES, rounded down
to the nearest whole number.

 

In computing the district's full-time faculty obligation for the succeeding fiscal year, the base obligation 
will be increased by the lower of the projected fundable growth at the time of the budget enactment or 
the actual percentage change in funded credit FTES. For the second succeeding fall term the obligation 
will be adjusted to the actual percentage change in funded credit FTES.
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(d) Statewide average replacement cost is the statewide average faculty salary plus benefits, minus the 
product of the statewide average hourly rate of compensation for part-time faculty times the statewide 
average full-time teaching load. 
 
(e) On or before January 31 of each year, the Chancellor shall determine, based on information submitted by
districts, the extent to which each district, by the fall term of that fiscal year, has maintained or hired the 
number of full-time faculty, or maintained the full-time faculty percentage if applicable, determined pursuant
to subsection (c) for the prior fiscal year. To the extent that the number of full-time faculty or percentage of 
full-time faculty has not been maintained or additional full-time faculty have not been retained, the 
Chancellor shall reduce the district's revenue for the current fiscal year by an amount equal to the average 
replacement cost for the prior fiscal year times the deficiency in the number or percentage equivalent of full-
time faculty. If the Board has determined, pursuant to subsection (a), that there are not adequate funds in 
the current fiscal year to allow full implementation of paragraph (1) of subsection (c), then the Chancellor 
may defer this reduction of revenue until the subsequent fiscal year in which the Board determines that 
adequate funds have been provided to allow full implementation of that paragraph. To the extent a district 
hires the additional full-time faculty in subsequent fiscal years, the reductions will no longer be levied. 
Notwithstanding this provision, the Chancellor may not waive reductions that are deferred under the 
authority of this subsection. The Chancellor may authorize a funding reduction that is deferred under the 
authority of this subsection to be made over a period not to exceed three fiscal years, provided that the 
district is meeting its full-time faculty obligation and it is the Chancellor's judgment that the district's financia
integrity otherwise would be jeopardized. 
 
(f) All revenues available due to reductions made pursuant to subsection (e), shall be made available for 
statewide distribution on a one-time basis for that fiscal year, for purposes of promoting equal employment 
opportunities for faculty and staff pursuant to Education Code section 87107. 

 

(2) Districts which, as determined from their base data, had a full-time faculty percentage of 67 percent 
or greater, but less than 75 percent shall apply up to 33 percent of their program improvement allocation 
pursuant to subsection (b) of section 58775, as necessary to reach the 75 percent standard pursuant to 
paragraph (4) below.

 
(3) Districts which, as determined from their base data, had a full-time faculty percentage of less than 67 
percent shall apply up to 40 percent of their program improvement allocation pursuant to subsection (b) 
of section 58775, as necessary to reach the 75 percent standard pursuant to paragraph (4) below.

 

(4) For program improvement funds identified in paragraph (2) or (3), as appropriate, the district's base 
full-time faculty obligation shall be further increased for the fall term of the succeeding fiscal year, by the 
quotient of the applicable program improvement funds divided by the statewide average replacement cost
for the current fiscal year, rounded down to the nearest whole number.

 

(5) If the number of full-time faculty derived in paragraphs (1) and (4), or in paragraph (6), result in the 
district exceeding the 75 percent standard, the Chancellor shall reduce the number of the full-time 
obligation to a point that leaves the district as close as possible to, but in excess of, the 75 percent 
standard.

 

(6) If the Board of Governors determines pursuant to subsection (a) that additional funds have been 
provided for the purpose of increasing the full-time faculty percentage, the district's base full-time faculty 
obligation shall be further increased for the fall term of the succeeding fiscal year by the quotient of the 
applicable funds divided by the statewide average replacement costs for the current fiscal year, rounded 
down to the nearest whole number.

 

(7) If the Board of Governors determines pursuant to subsection (a) that adequate funds have not been 
provided to implement paragraph (1), the district's base full-time faculty obligation shall be unchanged. 
However, for the fall term of the succeeding fiscal year the district may choose, in lieu of maintaining its 
base obligation, to maintain, at a minimum, the full-time faculty percentage attained in the prior fall 
term.
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(g) For districts that experience a reduction in base credit FTES, the Chancellor shall make a proportionate 
reduction to their base number of full-time faculty. 
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Community College League of California 
 

 
FIFTY PERCENT LAW –BACKGROUND PAPER 

December 2000 
 
 
50% Law Implementation Under Challenge 

Among the many regulations and statutes affecting the fiscal operation of California Community 
Colleges is one known as the “50% Law.” This statute (Education Code §84362) requires “there 
shall be expended each fiscal year for payment of salaries of classroom instructors by a 
community college district, 50 percent of the district’s current expense of education.” 
 
On October 12, the California State Auditor issued findings that six out of ten districts did not 
meet the 50 Percent Law requirement for fiscal year 1998 – 1999, despite reporting compliance 
with the law.  The State Auditor’s finding have been reported in newspapers throughout the state 
under headlines declaring “too little being spent on faculty at community colleges. 
 
A task force has been formed by Chancellor Nussbaum to address the law, its value, 
implementation and enforcement.  As the state task force deliberates, it should be guided by local 
district discussions and ideas.  This paper is intended to inform these discussions with historical 
background, information on the wide variety of factors which affect local district decisions about 
competing fiscal requirements, and provide some context for discussions about the 
appropriateness of the 50% Law.   
 
 
Defining Classroom Instructor 

The Education Code section governing the issue of funding for salaries of classroom instructors is 
Section (§) 84362 (formerly 1959 Education Code §17503).  When enacted in 1961, it applied to 
teachers in both school districts and “junior colleges,” and defined classroom instructor as 
follows: 
 

“… an employee of the district employed in a position requiring minimum 
qualifications and whose duties require him or her to teach students of the district for 
at least one full instructional period each school day for which the employee is 
employed…” 

 
When enacted, §17503 could be applied with a fair degree of precision because instructors spent 
the bulk of their time teaching in a classroom. Since that time, with the enactment of additional 
statutes and regulations, including the Educational Employment Relations Act (EERA) and 
provisions of AB 1725 (Chapter 973, Statutes of 1988), the situation has become much more 
ambiguous and its interpretation correspondingly more complex.  
 
The definition of classroom instructor contained in §84362 makes little sense in the context of 
community college instruction.  Unlike teachers in the K-12 system, who are in the classroom 
virtually all day, five days per week, community college faculty usually are not in the classroom 
every day and a significant portion of their work is accomplished outside the classroom on 
activities – such as office hours, curriculum development and a variety of leadership activities, 
such as participatory governance – which are “devoted to the instruction of students.”  
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Due to differences between K-12 and community college operations, a literal reading of 
§84362(b)(1) makes little sense for community colleges for the following reasons: 

1) No community college district in the state could ever satisfy the requirement that 50 
percent of the current expense of education be spent on the salaries of those who 
spend “full-time ... devoted to the instruction of students.” 

2) A large disincentive would be imposed on districts which provide “more 
responsibility for faculty members in duties that are incidental to their primary 
professional duties,” as encouraged in AB 1725, §4(n)).  

3) An interpretation, such as in (2) would be contrary to the EERA which requires 
districts to negotiate with their faculty on matters affecting wages, hours and terms 
and conditions of employment.  

4) Community colleges are subject to “minimum conditions” (most of which are on the 
“wrong” –i.e., non-instruction –side of the 50% equation and) which must be met or 
state funds can be withdrawn by the Chancellor’s Office.  

 
The October 2000 State Auditor’s report identified specific categories of expenditures which it 
believes have been  misclassified or mischaracterized by the local districts and the Chancellor’s 
State Accounting Manual.  The most significant area of dispute is the inclusion of salaries of 
instructors who are released from all or a portion of their direct teaching duties to provide other 
services related to the district’s instructional program.   Among these outside-the-classroom 
services questioned are: office hours; salaries for instructors on sabbatical leave; and salaries for 
instructors released or reassigned from their regular classroom assignments to provide services 
such as chairing a department, coordinating academic programs, or developing curriculum.  
 
 
Legislative Intent Regarding Teaching Time Definition 

In determining whether the interpretation about the expenditure categories above is appropriate, it 
is essential to consider legislative intent with the understanding that the courts have ruled that a 
“literal reading resulting in unintended consequences does not control over intent.” Hence both 
the wording of the statute and the consequences of differing possible interpretations must be 
evaluated to determine legislative intent.  In addition, statutes must be considered in context with 
the entire statutory scheme of which they are a part in order to conform their effect with 
legislative intent.  Insofar as possible, the courts have ruled, “seemingly conflicting or 
inconsistent statutes will be harmonized in order to give effect to each.”  
 
In the context of §84362 and its predecessor, there is a record of the legislature’s reasons for 
adopting the predecessors to §84362.  Legislative history appears to demonstrate that the 
objective was to decrease class size in California’s public schools rather than guarantee teachers 
any particular level of compensation, as some have argued.  
 
Section 84362 originated as former §17503 of the 1959 Education Code.  Former §17503 was 
added by Chapter 2194, Statutes of 1961.  Prior to enactment of §17503, former Education Code 
§17200 was the effective code section which applied to “junior colleges” as well as high schools 
and elementary schools, and required districts to employ an accounting system “designed to 
provide a separate and clear distinction between expenditures for salaries of classroom teachers 
employed by the district and expenditures for other purposes of the district.” 
 
The first Education Code  section to mention the “salaries of classroom teachers” was former 
Education Code §17200 (Ch. 1607, Statutes of 1959 – SB 1164) which defined ”salaries of 
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classroom teachers” to mean the entire salary of a teacher, all of whose time was “devoted to the 
teaching of pupils in the district,” or a pro-rata portion of the salary of a teacher, some, but not all, 
of whose time was “devoted to the teaching of pupils in the district.”  The legislative history of 
former §17200 reveals that, by adopting this definition of “salaries of classroom teachers,” it was 
the Legislature’s intent that districts accurately account for their expenditures on employees who 
are part-time teachers and part-time administrators. 
 
SB 1164 was introduced with no definition of “salaries of classroom teachers,” but was amended 
to define “salaries of classroom teachers” as that  portion of teacher salaries “…devoted to the 
teaching of pupils of the district in a classroom.”  Some school districts opposed SB 1164 fearing 
that it would unduly restrict local control over educational decision making.  In a letter to the 
governor’s legislative secretary, the Los Angeles City Board of Education expressed fears that 
this language would impose restrictions based on an unrealistic definition of “teaching time.”    
Due to these concerns, the Legislature subsequently amended SB 1164 to delete the “in a 
classroom” limitation; however, this amendment did not satisfy the Los Angeles Board’s 
concerns about what would be considered “teaching time” under the statute. 
 
Proponents of SB 1164 responded to these further expressions of concern by clarifying that the 
bill had nothing to do with distinctions between teacher time spent in or out of the classroom, but 
rather was intended to identify teachers whose duties included some administrative tasks.  The 
comparison was between the functions performed by teachers and those performed by certificated 
administrators (now referred to as either academic administrators or education administrators in 
community college).  This clarification was stated in a bill memorandum to the Governor that 
indicated that opposition to the bill was based upon “an erroneous construction of the bill …that 
all teachers must segregate their time between classroom and other work.  The bill rather clearly 
requires segregation only for those teachers whose duties are not full-time teaching but also 
include certain administrative tasks.”  It was this understanding of “salaries of classroom 
teachers” that was adopted and eventually became the phrase “salaries of classroom instructors” 
in current Education Code §84362.  Subsequently, the California courts have ruled that “the 
rejection [by the Legislature] of a specific provision contained in an act as originally introduced is 
‘most persuasive’ that the act should not be interpreted to include what was left out.” 
 
Class Size Reduction Intent 

With this understanding of the definition of “salaries of classroom teachers” already in place, in 
1961 the Legislature turned to the specific question of class size reduction. The legislative history 
behind former §17503 demonstrates that the Legislature’s concern in enacting this statute was to 
address an imbalance that had developed between spending on administrative and instructional 
duties.  
 
The Legislature’s intent regarding adoption of former §17503 is included in correspondence to 
the Governor which clarifies that reducing class size was the objective of AB 1789, which 
included former Education Code §17503: 

 
“The policy judgment underlying this bill is that school districts are expending too 
much money on administration and on student counseling and guidance services.  It 
is believed that the need for extensive counseling and administrative services would 
be substantially reduced if the classroom teacher was not confronted with overly 
large classes and that the teacher can provide the most effective guidance.  As 
classroom sizes increase, so the theory runs, the need for attendant administrative and 
counseling services also increases.” 
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The inclusion of former Education Code  §17503 in AB 1789 was the result of a report of the 
Senate Fact Finding Committee on Government Administration entitled An Analysis of School 
District Expenditures for Certificated Personnel Salaries.  This report describes the increase in 
class size as a problem caused by increasing expenditures on administration and counseling and 
corresponding decreases in expenditures for classroom instruction, when these administrative 
expenditures were being devoted to functions closely related to classroom teaching that could be 
performed better and more efficiently by teachers in classroom contact with students.  Neither the 
report nor the legislative history make any mention of assuring teachers any particular level of 
compensation. 
 
From the legislative history of former §17503 itself, and from the Legislature’s incorporation of 
former §17200’s definition of “salaries of classroom teachers” into former §17503, it can be 
concluded the 50 percent law as applied to “junior college districts” was intended to limit 
expenditures for administration -- not to penalize districts whose teachers devoted time to 
teaching-related activities other than traditional classroom instruction. 
 
 
Expanded Role for Instructors: Collective Bargaining 

This issue became more complex in 1961 and following years as the Legislature has sought to 
expand the role of community college instructors in teaching-related activities other than 
traditional classroom instruction.  In 1977 the Legislature enacted a collective bargaining law, the 
EERA (SB 160 -- Chapter 961, Statutes of 1975), and made it applicable to California’s school 
and community college districts.  In Government Code §3543.2(a) the Legislature included in the 
scope of bargaining the following: 
 

“The scope of representation shall be limited to matters relating to wages, hours of 
employment and other terms and conditions of employment.  ‘Terms and conditions of 
employment’ mean… class size, procedures for evaluation of employees... In addition 
the exclusive representative of certificated personnel has the right to consult on the 
definition of education objectives, the determination of content of courses and 
curriculum, and the selection of textbooks to the extent such matters are within the 
discretion of the public school employer under the law.” 

 
The Legislature included within the scope of bargaining both wages and class size as enumerated 
terms and conditions of employment and gave employee representatives the right to consult on 
the educational objectives of the district.  Thus, without modifying the definition of “salaries of 
classroom teachers,” the Legislature broadened its understanding of the role of community 
college instructors.  As a result, any restraints former §17503 may have imposed initially on 
community college districts with respect to class size must now be considered in light of the 
Legislature’s subsequent requirement that districts negotiate over wages and class size, and that 
districts and their faculty may enter into an agreement which allocates resources in a manner 
inconsistent with the dictates of former §17503.  As the later-enacted statute, the Legislature is 
deemed to have had former §17503 in mind when it enacted the EERA, which takes precedence 
over former §17503.  As the 4th District Court of Appeals has ruled, “We must assume that the 
Legislature has in mind existing laws when it enacts a statute.” 
 
Through the EERA, the Legislature removed from districts the authority to determine unilaterally 
how much salary classroom instructors would receive, how large or small classes would be, and 
the role of instructors outside the classroom.  As a result of the EERA, the amount of salary 
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classroom instructors receive was made subject to the negotiation process.  In light of the clearly-
stated intent of the Legislature with respect to the enactment of former §17503 (i.e., to limit class 
size), it cannot be argued successfully that the purpose of the “50% Law” was to establish a 
minimum compensation base from which salary negotiations would begin. 
 
In 1978, the Legislature amended Education Code §84031 (now repealed), the successor section 
to former §17200.  These amendments confirmed that the crucial distinction for purposes of the 
“50% Law” and the Legislature’s concerns regarding class size was between salaries of 
administrators/supervisors and those of instructors.  Former §84031 added a requirement that 
community college districts develop an accounting system that distinguishes clearly between 
expenditures for salaries of classroom instructors employed by the district, salaries of 
administrators/supervisors employed by the district, administrative costs other than salaries, and 
expenditures for other district purposes. 
 
In defining administrators or supervisors, the Legislature simply adopted language virtually 
identical to the definition of “managerial and supervisory employees” as set forth in the EERA, 
Government Code §3540.1 (g) and (m).  At the same time, the Legislature carried forward its 
definition of “instructor,” and maintained the clear distinction between instruction and 
administration that had existed since 1959. 
 
 
Expanded Role for Instructors: Collegial Consultation 

After introducing increased faculty involvement in institutional decision-making through the 
EERA, the Legislature enacted AB 1725 and made clear that it again intended to expand the 
definition of the appropriate role of community college faculty, including instructors, well beyond 
the classroom: 
 

“It is a general purpose of this act to improve academic quality, and to that end the 
Legislature specifically intends to authorize more responsibility for faculty members 
in duties that are incidental to their primary professional duties.” 

 
The Legislature also made clear in AB 1725 that when faculty, including instructors, exercise 
these increased responsibilities they do not lose their status as bargaining unit employees and 
become administrators or supervisors: 
 

“It is the intent of the Legislature that, in exercising these increased responsibilities, 
faculty members are not deprived of their status as employees under Chapter 10.7 
(commencing with §3540) of Division 4 of Title 1 of the Government Code [the 
EERA].  It is also the intent of the Legislature that the exercise of this increased 
responsibility shall not make these faculty members managerial or supervisory 
employees as those terms are defined in that chapter.” 

 
In AB 1725, the Legislature indicated that faculty members, in fulfilling their expanded 
responsibilities, were not performing administrative functions.  Thus it also is clear that these 
functions, because they are not administrative, are properly counted as functions of a classroom 
instructor or other employee within the definition of faculty for purposes of §84362. 
 
Finally, in 1995, former §84031 was merged with §84362 to form the present language of 
§84031, thus maintaining the Legislature’s clear distinction between instructional and 
administrative/supervisor functions. 
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Minimum Conditions Make 50% Law Compliance Difficult 

Community college board and district personnel have a wide variety of issues which must be 
addressed in determining the appropriate expenditure of state revenues.  Among the most 
important is that of meeting “minimum conditions” --  programmatic requirements which a 
district must meet as a condition of receiving state funds.  If any of these conditions is not met, 
the Chancellor’s Office has authority to remove all, or a portion of, state funding from the 
offending district.   
 
Minimum conditions are established both by Title V of the California Code of Regulations and 
the California Education Code which require that each community college governing board do all 
of the following to receive state funding:   
 

1) Adopt regulations consistent with the “standards of scholarship” as detailed in 
regulations;    

2) Adopt regulations consistent with all regulations involving degrees and certificates 
contained in Subchapter 10 commencing with §55800 (§51004); 

3) Adopt by resolution a statement regarding open enrollment; 
4) Establish policies for and approve a comprehensive or master plan including academic 

master plans and long range master plans for facilities; 
5) Adopt a district policy which describes its affirmative action employment programs and 

meets the requirements of § 53002; develop and adopt a district faculty and staff diversity 
plan which meets the requirements of §53003, ensure that its employment patterns are 
annually surveyed in the manner required by §53004, ensure that a program of 
recruitment is carried out as required by §53021, ensure that screening and selection 
procedures are developed and used in accordance with §53024; ensure that corrective 
action is taken consistent with requirements of §53006, ensure that the pattern of hiring 
and retention furthers the goals established in the district’s faculty and staff diversity plan 
and substantially complies with other provisions of subchapter 1 commencing with 
§53000  (§51010); 

6) Establish mandatory student fees as expressly authorized by law;  
7) When planning a new college or educational center, obtain approval for such college or 

educational center from the BOG;  
8) Be accredited by the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges;  
9) Adopt regulations and procedures including provisions for, and publicity regarding, an 

organized and functioning counseling program in each college within the district, 
including: academic counseling, career counseling, personal counseling, coordination 
with the counseling aspects of other services to students which may exist on campus, 
counseling services as specified [in other subsections] and shall be provided to first-time 
students enrolled for more than six units, students enrolled provisionally, and students on 
academic or progress probation;  

10)  Have “stated objectives for its instructional program and for the functions which it 
undertakes to perform;“ 

11)  Establish programs of education and courses which will permit the realization of the 
objectives and functions of the community college, and have all courses meet with the 
approval of the Chancellor in a manner provided in Subchapter 1 of Chapter 6; 

12)  Develop, file with the Chancellor, and carry out its policies for the establishment, 
modification or discontinuance of courses or programs. Such policies shall incorporate 
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statutory responsibilities regarding vocational or occupational training program review as 
specified in Education Code Section 78016; 

13)  Adopt a policy statement on academic freedom and procedures which is consistent with 
the provisions of §53000-53206; 

14)  Adopt policies and procedures that provide the district and college staff the opportunity 
to participate effectively in district and college governance, and lists the minimum 
requirements for these policies (§51023.5);  

15)  Adopt policies and procedures for student participation in shared governance, including 
a lengthy list of requirements (§51023.7); 

16)  Adopt and submit to the Chancellor a matriculation plan, evaluate its matriculation 
program and participate in statewide evaluation activities, provide matriculation services 
to its students, establish procedures for waivers and appeals in connection with its 
matriculation program, and substantially comply with all other provisions of Subchapter 
6 of Chapter 6 of this Division; 

17)  In years in which the Board of Governors determines that adequate growth and adequate 
cost-of-living funds have been provided, districts must apply the growth revenues 
received related to increases in FTES to in accordance with a formula established in the 
regulations; 

18)  Adopt a student equity plan (§51026); 
19)  Recognize transfer as a primary mission and place priority emphasis on the preparation 

and transfer of underrepresented students, those with disabilities, those from low-income, 
and others historically and currently underrepresented in the transfer process; and direct 
development and adoption of a transfer center plan including specific targets for 
increasing transfer applications. Other required activities include: monitoring student 
progress, supporting the progress of transfer students through referrals to testing, tutoring, 
financial assistance, counseling and other student services on campus; assisting students 
in the transition process; developing and implementing a schedule of services for transfer 
students to be provided by baccalaureate institution staff, providing a resource library of 
college catalogs, transfer guides, articulation information, agreements, and applications to 
baccalaureate institutions, and related transfer information; providing space and facilities 
adequate to support the transfer center and its activities including designation of a 
particular location on campus as the focal point of the transfer functions.  The college 
also must provide clerical support for the transfer center and assign college staff to 
coordinate the activities of the transfer center, coordinate underrepresented student 
transfer efforts, serve as liaison to articulation, to student services, and to instructional 
programs on campus, and to work with baccalaureate institution personnel; designate an 
advisory committee to plan the development, implementation and ongoing operations for 
the transfer center; include in the plan a plan of institutional research for conducting 
internal evaluation of the effectiveness of the college’s transfer efforts and the 
achievement of its transfer center plan; and submit an annual report to the Chancellor 
describing the status of the district’s efforts to implement its transfer center, achievement 
of transfer center plan targets and goals. (§ 51027) 

 
A quick glance at these provisions – which include only specified minimum conditions and not 
all activities which a district must conduct to support a quality academic program – indicates that 
very few or none of them is on the “right” (instruction) side of the 50% Law equation.  Instead, 
most are supportive services which must be balanced by increasing instructors’ salaries or 
lowering class size to keep a district in compliance with the 50% Law.   
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Partnership for Excellence Adds Further Challenge 

Another complicating factor for district boards and personnel as they attempt to determine the 
best use of “current expense” funds is programs such as Partnership for Excellence which, as it is 
increased in future years and becomes a greater percentage of the total current expense of 
education, could force difficult budget decisions.  Specifically, districts must decide whether to 
expend the funds for services (such as counselors, transfer centers and staffing, and learning 
centers) which are “on the wrong” (i.e., non-classroom) side of the 50 Percent Law, but have been 
found to have the most direct effect on the outcomes sought (including increasing the number of 
transfer students, job placements, and certificates and degrees completed), or on more classroom 
instructors or higher salaries for classroom instructors may not be as efficacious in a particular 
district in reaching the sought-after outcomes.  

 
 

Issues for Discussion 

Given the elements which have been reviewed here – including legislative history and intent, the 
large number of minimum conditions which a district must meet, and the effect of trying to be in 
accord with “best practices” in spending categorical funds – it appears that a thorough review of 
the 50% Law is in order to determine whether this law is appropriate for community colleges and 
provides optimal benefits to students, and, if not, whether and how the language should be 
amended or the law repealed.   
 
Among the issues that need to be considered are: 
 

 With the variety of approaches, programs and services being used to assist students in the 
learning process, can one identify a minimum percent of expenditures for any one 
component of the learning process? 

 
 If so, how can such a determination be made based on research?  And, should that 

determination be a state or local decision? 
 

 With local collective bargaining laws and local decision-making laws and regulation in 
place, is there a need for a law setting a minimum expenditure level for salaries of 
employees “devoted to instruction.” 

 
 If there is, what job duties and responsibilities can be identified as being devoted to 

instruction? 
 

 Should the use of the term “classroom instructor” be replaced in law? 
 

 If so, should it be replaced with a term that covers all faculty, including counselors and 
librarians?  What about faculty assistants and instructional aides? 

 
 
Rita M. Mize, Ph. D. 
Director State Policy Research 
rmize@ccleague.org 
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